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Presentation Notes
This slide shows the relationship between KromaTiD’s major products and services.  In early 2023 we launched commercial plasmid production services and we now can both produce vectors and measure the outcomes of those vectors on the genome.We’re also happy to announce that we have launched our first dGH in-Site kits which are designed to democratize our dGH data.  These kits are available world-wide and are designed to meet the genomic structural analysis needs of CAR-T researchers.If you have attended our previous webinars, you know that directional genomic hybridization is a powerful tool for single cell, whole genome structural analysis in the form of dGH SCREEN, which uses millions of probes to map out structure and structural variation across the genome. Our focus for today’s session is dGH In-Site, which is localized dGH...still single cell, but focused on individual loci, for instance the TRAC or B2M genes or CAR Transgenes inserted into the genome…dGH In-site is no less powerful just because it is localized, as in-Site measures the sequence, location and orientation of all the mapped targets in single cells including rearrangements that fuse a target with any other locus in the genome. So not while not strictly whole genome, dGH in-Site still provides genome wide data on the structural outcomes involving mapped targets..   
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To clarify a little further, the difference between SCREEN and in-Site is only one of coverage – both use exactly the same method: a sample can be prepped and split in two in order to perform both SCREEN and in-Site analysis. Presented here is data for one cell from a screen experiment, where we have arranged fluorescently labeled chromosomes into a karyogram view, similar to g-banding.The probes are designed against the human reference genome and in SCREEN there are millions of individual hybridization probes that cover all of the the unique sequences in the genome.Three chromosomes from this cell are enlarged on the right.  The one farthest on the left, “C2 Reference Genome Structure”, is one homolog of Chromosome 2, showing an unbroken signal hybridized to, or "painting“, one sister chromatid within the metaphase chromosome. The unbroken signal indicates a match to the reference genome structure.Moving to the center homolog, “C1 Telomeric Inversion”, a jump in signal from the painted chromatid to the unpainted chromatid indicates a change in orientation, typically an inversion or sister chromatid exchange (SCE).The example on the far right, “C19 to C17 Translocation”, illustrates what is seen in a whole chromosome fusion or di-centric translocation of C19 to C17.  The missing C19 piece is visible in the karyogram view, on the left.



Sequence Location and Orientation From Image Data
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This cartoon shows a multiplexed four-probe dGH in-SITE assay which is designed to track loci, identify chromosomes and measure structural variation. In assays of this type, the chromosome is identified with both the pink centromere enumeration probe and the orange telomere enumeration probe. Target loci are identified by their color and position on the chromosome. For instance, the green probe that flanks an insertion targetIn these designs, yellow is typically reserved for non-genomic DNA inserted into the genome… typically transgenes or CARs, either at a specific locus or randomly as when using a Lenti-viral vector.In this cartoon view, we have illustrated one on-target insertion, positive ID of the chromosome from the centromere probe and one structural variant, a telomeric inversion.  Since only part of the telomere probe signal has "jumped" to the opposite sister chromatid, we can estimate the breakpoint from the genomic coordinates of the telomere probe.



dGH In-Site for CAR-T
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For CAR-T applications specifically, we have developed standard designs that have been applied to numerous cell and gene therapy programs, producing data that has helped companies & institutions to optimize the engineering of CAR-T drug products and to support multiple regulatory filings.Slides late in this presentation show use cases for both the standard designs as well as some more complex multiplex systems.Prior to that, we will introduce the basics of the dGH designs for CAR-T and illustrate the unique value of data we provide.For Allogeneic CAR-T systems, our standard kits include marker probes at both the TRAC loci in Texas Red and B2M loci labeled in 6-FAM.  In addition, we can provide a third loci marker probe, for example CIITA labeled with a third distinct fluor.ATTO 643 in these diagrams, and in the data that follows, is the strongest emitter and we reserve that for non-genomic inserts or CAR due to their small size.  In our labs, we have successfully measured targeted and random insertions of transgenes smaller than 2Kb.
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This is data from a T cell where we have placed a ”Pink” probe on C14 at the TRAC Loci and a green Probe on C15 at the B2M Loci. In the center of the slide is the entire metaphase chromosome spread with enlargements of specific signal to the left and the right.  We have circled normal, reference structures in Green and Aberrations in Red.  The Blue Background is DAPI, a non-genomic stain that allows us to assess the number, size and shape of the chromosomes and puts the dGH hybridization probes in context.On the left is one homolog each for Chromosome 14 and 15, showing normal TRAC and B2M loci.  Since there are no green or pink signals on the opposite sisters or on other chromosomes, we know that these loci are not split and thus not inverted or translocated.On the right however, we see two fused signals each of green and red, indicating a balanced translocation between Track and B2M.



Single Cell Measurement of Many Cells
Key Metric: Lower Limit of Prevalence = f (number of cells mapped)
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The previous data was for a single cell – specifically for individual homologs of Chromosomes 14 and 15 in a single cell.  Single cell data by itself can be interesting, particularly for clones or constitutional structural variation.  But even for those cases, it is typical to score 20 to 50 cells.For cell and gene therapy, where billions of cells are being engineered, a heterogeneous mixture of structures is typical and expected. In edited cells, dGH measures the mis-repair of double stranded breaks. The more breaks that occur con-currently, the more opportunities there are for mis-repair and thus a wider variety of heterogenous structures can occur across a batch. So, we would expect more variants when employing CRISPR CAS-9 than when employing BASE editing, and more breaks in a triple knock-out than with a single cut.For engineered CAR-T systems the key detection metric is the lower limit of prevalence, which is a simple function of the number of single cell genomes mapped.  The rule of thumb is that mapping 200 cells gives a lower limit of prevalence of approximately 1% for a rare structural variant.For CAR-T, we measure variation to common loci plus the insertions of CARs...This example data illustrates an experiment where we map the genomes of 200 T cells.The data illustrates typical results for the structure and structural variation at the TRAC and B2M loci.  As you can see, the loci were largely normal showing a low rate of structural variation.In addition to measuring variation at TRAC and B2M, we also illustrate the insertions of a transgene targeted to the TRAC loci - which in this example was inserted at just under 50% of the target loci.The next few slides illustrate some use cases.



dGH™ is Chromatid Painting (not Metaphase FISH)
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If you are familiar with metaphase techniques you may have noticed that dGH looks quite a bit different than standard metaphase FISH. And, in fact, the exceptional, single cell resolution of structure and structural variations is only possible because dGH is a next-generation cytogenetics method performed on a unique analyte – a specially prepared metaphase chromosome. So lets walk through this. A standard meta-phase chromosome has four strands of DNA. Two parental strands and two daughter strands.In dGH, we degrade the daughter strands from the metaphase leaving only the two parental strands (one on each sister chromatid) in the metaphase.  These strands are naturally oppositely oriented; one five prime to three prime and one three prime to five prime.We then probe these oriented strands not with double stranded BAC probes, but with single stranded, synthetic DNA probes which are designed to hybridize only to one side of the dGH prepared metaphase chromosome as shown here in Pink.  Essentially this adds an orientation dimension to image data.  If a target is oriented normally, it will hybridize to the expected sister chromatid.  If the target is inverted, however, the corresponding probe will "jump" to the other sister chromatid as indicated in the cartoon.  With this added orientation dimension, dGH can detect all the structural mis-repair outcomes of editing, all the inversions and translocations regardless of if they are on target or off-target. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/20809311/
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Use Case 1: Tracking Structural Rearrangements
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In this first use case, I will be elaborating on some of the data Chris already touched on to illustrate how dGH can be used to provide locus-specific genome structural integrity data.  For this example, T cells edited simultaneously at the B2M and TRAC loci were prepared for dGH 3 days post editing, and assessed with two dGH site-specific probes.   The probes are designed to have  coverage spanning across the edit sites, including upstream and downstream flanking sequence.  The TRAC probe has 850 Kb of sequence coverage across the edit site, and the B2M probe has 1.1 MB of sequence coverage across the edit site so that any small resections that occur during misrepair and variant formation do not delete the probe target. 
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Per cell analysis in the context of dGH Insite means that images are reviewed for specific patterns of rearrangements, including chromosome conformation (metacentric, dicentric, acentric, fragmentation, truncation and so forth), as well as for translocation event symmetry. These are normal donor human T cells, and are expected to be diploid, with two copies of chromosome 14 and two copies of chromosome 15.  Effectively four editing targets per cell, four double stranded breaks with the potential for misrepair. This image is an example of a balanced translocation between the TRAC and B2M loci.  Each fusion derivative, enlarged on the right, is metacentric, and both are present in the spread. �



Unbalanced Reciprocal Translocation
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This image is an example of an unbalanced translocation between the TRAC and B2M loci.  Each fusion derivative, enlarged on the right, is present in the spread, but there has been a fusion between the two centric fragments, resulting in a dicentric translocation derivative chromosome (lower right) and an acentric derivative (upper right).  As with the cell shown in the previous slide, the other copies of both chromosome 14 and chromosome 15 are normal (left). 



Multiple Structural Rearrangements in a Single Cell
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One specific advantage of dGH InSite over other measurement methods is the resolution of multiple structural events in a single cell. For example, in this cell there is a balanced translocation between TRAC and B2M (enlarged on the right), as shown in the first example, and there are inversions of the target loci in the other two copies (shown enlarged on the left and visualized as a signal split of the probe across the two sister chromatids for both TRAC and B2M).  Each of the loci in this cell have been involved in a misrepair event.
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Moving onto a more extreme example of repair gone wrong, here is a cell with multiple translocation fusion events, and some additional whole-chromosome instability.Each of the target loci have been involved in translocation fusions as indicated by the 4 red-green signal pairings visible in the metaphase spread.  One set of fusion derivative chromosomes has undergone chromosome shattering, or chromothripsis, which is the striking cloud- like pile of chromatin fragments circled in the center and enlarged on the left.  Chromothripsis is a known outcome of CRISPR cas9 editing, which is the editing system used in this experiment, and is readily visible and measurable with this method.  These cells will often be visible directly after editing, but will either die off, or become aneuploid, as the fragmented material is packaged into micronuclei and ejected from the cell over subsequent divisions in culture. 



Use Case 2: Random Transgene Insertions
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In-Site assays are highly configurable and can be designed to answer specific questions relevant to the experimental system being analyzed.  In this second use case, a transgene has been introduced into a HEK cell line via a lenti-based delivery system.  Transgene copy number per cell, normalized against the ploidy status of the genome (given HEK cells have variable ploidy), with a copy number estimate per insertion event are the desired read output.  The genomic in-site ladder on the left is designed for insert spot sizing.  The central signal in the ladder is designed to be the same target size as the insert. The small signal is designed to be half the size of the insert and can be used to estimate partial transgene insertions. The larger signal telomeric to the central signal on the q-arm, is 3 times the target size of the insert, and can be used to assess for potential tandem transgene integrations.  A genomic control probe for ploidy assessment was included in the assay and is targeted to the Albumin gene on Chromosome 4, a region that is not rearranged in the abnormal genome karyotype of unedited HEK cells. 
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In this example cell, the sizing ladder and the Chromosome 4 genomic control are circled in green and enlarged on the left.  This cell would be categorized as diploid based on the copy number of the green Albumin probe. There are six transgene inserts circled in yellow, and all of them are subjectively the same size as the middle spot on the in site ladder.  Moving onto another example cell…



Lentiviral Transgene Insertions in HEK Cells
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The example cell shown here has a triploid genome based on the green probe count, an assessment reinforced by the presence of 3 copies of the Chromosome 3 sizing ladder.  One of the green signals is present on a chromosome visibly different from the expected size of Chr 4 (shown enlarged on the left) and indicates a structural rearrangement to that locus, likely a translocation or an insertion event.  There are over 20 variably sized insert signals in this triploid rearranged cell, and the signals can be subdivided into categories of partial insert, full insert, and tandem (concatemer) insert.  



Use Case 3: Targeted & Random Insertions
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Moving from a random lenti-based integration example to a targeted transgene integration, this is a multiplex assay designed to map out both on-target and off target integrations, along with off target structural rearrangements to the genome.  The addition of three SCREEN paints for the three largest chromosomes act as a proxy for measuring the structural integrity of the rest of genome in each cell.  
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Intro:  Here is an example of an edited iPS cell with a single on-target insertion in inverted orientation, no off-target insertions, and a single structural variant observed across the rest of the genome with the SCREEN paints. These iPS cells are normal  diploid cells pre-editing.  There should be 6 painted chromosomes and two copies of chr 20 in each cell.�If you look at the enlargements on the left, you can see that this cell had both a sister chromatid exchange or inversion detected by our screen paints (Chromosome 2) and a single on-target integration on the right.You will notice that the transgene probe, however, doesn't sit on the babysitter probe.  The yellow and green signals are clearly split and on opposite sister chromatids of the metaphase, indicating that the lone insertion event in this cell resulted in an inverted transgene insertion at the target locus.
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Here is an example of an edited iPS cell with a single on-target insertion, multiple off-target insertions, and no background structural variants observed across the rest of the genome with the SCREEN paints.�The green probes are marker probes at the intended integration site on Chromosome 20.  This marker probe strategy can be used in reverse to mark sites where integrations might be problematic, say potential genotoxic sites or sites of integrational mutagenesis.The pink paints are our dGH Screen assay used on only three chromosomes -  1, 2 and 3.  We include these in many assay designs where it is important to measure rates of off-target DNA damage or to monitor the stability of the edited cell population at the same time as track integration events.
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If we look across the many cells in this experiment we can summarize the results on a per cell basis as is shown here.The overall integrational copy number per cell, taking into account both on-target and off target integrations, was just under 8.  And it is clear that even though we are tracking target sites, the characteristics of the transgene insertions were clearly random in nature and we didn't observe any other recurrent integration locations that would have indicated that the insertions were directed to other loci in the genome besides the target sites. 



dGH is Part of a Comprehensive Analytical Package
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We conclude this presentation with an illustration of how dGH can be integrated with other analytical methods to provide a comprehensive measurement of variation in batches of edited cells.On this chart, we divide genomic variation into three measurement classes, Sequence Variation, Mis-Repairs and Karyotyping that range from a single base pair SNiP to degradation of the chromosomes.If your goal is to measure all the variation in the genome, particularly if that variation is a heterogenous mixture of low prevalence variants distributed across the genome, there is no universal method that can be applied.But you can combine a few key techniques to measure all the variation and where techniques overlap, provide some level of orthogonal confirmation of results.So, for instance, by combining a directed Target amplicon sequencing method such as Guide-seq for indels....with dGH in-Site mapping of inserts and structural variants, you can measure all the likely variants in the genome.Techniques such as dGH Screen and g-Banding can be added to the package to provide orthogonal whole genome context and to catch genotoxic phenomena such as chromothripsis and instability.
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dGH in-Site for CAR-T

CHROMOTHRYPSIS:  Easily measurable in dGH in-Site, dGH Screen and g-banding

CLONAL OUTGROWTH:  Measure using a dGH in-Site Time Course

INSERTIONAL MUTAGENESIS: Mark high risk loci and track insertions with dGH in-Site

GENOMIC INSTABILITY: Early detection of instability with dGH SCREEN

STRUCTURAL VARIATION: Single cell detection and mapping of variants with dGH in-Site

ANEUPLOIDY: Single cell detection with dGH SCREEN and g-banding 
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Here we illustrate the types of studies that have employed dGH in-Site data for development, optimization of their editing system and to support their regulatory filings.Since dGH in-Site is focused at target loci and maps non-genomic inserts throughout the genome, it is ideal for measuring potentially genotoxic outcomes of cellular engineering.For instance, using in-Site we can mark not only edited loci, but loci that we hope do not get edited, say sites of potential insertional mutagenesis. And, by employing time course measurements, determine if there is any sub-clonal population outgrowth of potentially genotoxic variants.Karyotypic variation, such as aneuploidy, markers of instability such as EDNA, and chromosomal degradation such as chromothripsis are all also easily detectable by any dGH method.



Compare & Contrast Single Cell Cytogenetic Methods

Format Non-Genomic Stain Pseudo-Genomic Pseudo-Genomic True Genomic
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This slide provides some basic data for a range of methods and comparisons for why you might choose one specific cytogenetic method over another.As one final thought, we supply both G-Banding and dGH in-Site for the majority of our CAR-T customers, and many take advantage of a Genotox Package that combines in-Site, SCREEN and G-Banding.
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Please Contact:
Christopher Tompkins – Chief Technology Officer: ctompkins@kromatid.com
Dan Vetter – Manager Business Development: dvetter@kromatid.com
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